F603
FLAT / INCLINE BENCH

BODYCRAFT

A FUNCTIONAL ADVANTAGE
A Modern, Compact, Multi-Purpose Bench Designed to Work with Functional Trainers, Free-Weight Systems, and Dumbbells. Utilizing Our Easy Adjust System, the User can Swiftly Change the Back Pad to Six Different Positions. Ranging from Flat to a 85° Upright Position. Switching Exercises? No problem! The Integrated Lift Handle and Transport Wheels Allow for Simple and Easy Maneuvering when Relocating the Bench.

FEATURES
• Stylish, Durable, and Comfortable Pads Fully Wrapped in Industrial Grade Vinyl
• 3 Point Stance Maintains a Stable Platform on All Surfaces
• High Strength Steel Feet with Rubber No-Slip Pads Keep the Bench in Position
• Integrated Lift Handle and Transport Wheels for Easy Maneuvering
• 6 Positions: Flat and 5 Incline: 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 85°
• Back Pad Slides Along Frame to 6 Different Positions for a Custom Fit
• Pop-Pin Back Pad Adjustment
• Assist Bar can be Used as a Foot Brace for Rows or Stabilizer Assist for Functional Training Exercises. Weight can also be added to serve as a ballast
• Extremely Solid and Stable Construction
• Space Saving Compact Design
• 16 Inches Tall in Flat Position

SPECs
• CONSTRUCTION: 2” x 3”, Heavy-Gauge Steel Tubing
• UPHOLSTERY: 2” Thick High Density Foam, Fully Wrapped with Double Stitched Industrial Grade Vinyl
• DIMENSION: 50” L x 28.5” W x 14” H
• WEIGHT CAPACITY: 800lbs

WARRANTY
• RESIDENTIAL: Lifetime- Frame / Lifetime- Parts
• LIGHT COMMERCIAL: 10 year- Frame / 2 year- Parts / 6 months- Wear Items